Creative productivity of elderly scientists at different stages of professional development
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Abstract. The article presents the results of research focusing on substantiation and development of the idea of preservation and multiplication of human capital. The issue of psychological prerequisites and social conditions for top achievements made by scientists is of scientific and practical relevance as well as identification of social and psychological factors encouraging the preservation of high productivity in elderly scientists over long periods of time. The objective of this research is to find the correlation between the key events in the academic biography and top achievements made by well-known elderly scientists at different stages of their professional development. The presented data were obtained with the help of the research interview “Life values and life journey” developed by V.S. Mukhina. The information contained in scientometric databases about the top achievements made by elderly scientists were analyzed and interpreted relying on the principles of differential acmeological analysis of professional activities conducted by famous scientists and their achievements made in the acme of their career. The correlation between the key events in the academic biographies of the interviewed elderly scientists and their top achievements has shown that reaching the acme is the result of psychological prerequisites (scientists’ personal qualities and the physical state) and social conditions of their professional activities (social status, belonging to a certain school of thought, access to organizational and financial resources). Over the whole time of academic activity conducted by senior scientists, there are usually a few productive periods called micro-acme in acmeology. It should be noted that top achievements made by scientists are typically spaced out and fall on the times with the best combination of prerequisites and conditions for scientific creativity. Within this research, identification of the most common combinations of prerequisites and conditions leading to top scientific achievements was beyond our focus. One of the promising research directions would be an attempt to identify the criteria for developing periodization of scientific productivity among elderly scientists.
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1 Introduction

We consider the issue of productivity of professional activities conducted by elderly scientists from the perspective of analysis of scientific creativity potential at different stages of ascent to the acme. It should be noted that in the course of evaluation of productivity shown by research groups and individual scientists, governmental and public scientific organizations, such as the Higher Attestation Commission, the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, and the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation, rely on certain criteria serving to substantiate the volume of financing allocated for the supported research [1, 2]. According to these criteria, support is provided to the research resulting in a notable theoretical, methodological, or applied contribution to the corresponding scientific branch. Apart from that, the scientific achievement made by a scientist or a research group must possess high socio-cultural or economic significance.

Studies into the prerequisites and conditions for top achievements to be made by scientists and identification of the social and psychological factors encouraging the preservation of high productivity among elderly scientists are of special scientific and practical interest within the sphere of preservation and multiplication of human capital [3-8]. Research into the acmeological aspects of activities carried out by elderly scientists is becoming increasingly relevant in connection with recognition of the crucial role of individuals in the solution of present-day crises [9-13].

Analysis of the results of recent research into the usage of scientometric tools [4, 14-16] has shown that active usage of the information contained in scientometric databases for evaluation of elderly scientists’ productivity allows us to get an empirical substantiation of the new optimal timelines of one’s functioning in a certain job. In the context of this work, the research carried out by A.I. Savenkov and M.A. Vorontsov [4] based on analysis of scientometric databases is of scientific interest. It shows that the top achievements are made by modern scientists at the age of 58 to 78, which represents a significant contribution to the scientific ideas of human capabilities at later stages of ontogenesis.

At the same time, it should be noted that research based on the nomothetic and ideographic approaches serves the purpose of studying scientific productivity shown by scientists better since together with using information from scientometric databases it includes analysis of biographies, autobiographies, and interviews with scientists [3, 17]. The idea of multiple-peak acme as the methodological foundation of empirical research into the prerequisites and conditions for creative productivity shown by elderly scientists suggested by I.N. Semenov and S.Yu. Stepanov [5, 6] seems viable. Apart from that, we have taken into consideration V.A. Tolochev’s critical view on the interpretation of multiple-peak acme and researchers’ unjustified optimism regarding “one’s unlimited ascent to new heights...” [18].

Research objective: to find the correlation between the key events in the academic biography and top achievements made by well-known elderly scientists at different stages of their professional development.

The following assumptions have been selected as the working hypotheses of this research:

• the social factor encouraging creative productivity and its preservation at a high level throughout one’s lifetime is represented by one’s experience of social interaction with the Teacher received by the creative person during their education and professional becoming;
personal features distinguishing the people who have reached creative longevity allow them to develop a productive life strategy in different circumstances, remain unique, retain the need for creativity, and react adequately to the changing life requirements;

the source and driving force for creative activity conducted by a mature creative person are represented by increasingly recognized values and meanings of creativity and life in general rather than impetus hidden in the unconscious.

2 Methods

Differential acmeological analysis of professional activities conducted by well-known scientists and their top achievements [19]. The empirical material was collected in the course of interviewing elderly scientists who are involved in research work. The interview “Life values and life journey” developed by V.S. Mukhina includes eleven questions focusing on the important values and life-purpose orientations of the interviewee [20]. Well-known Russian scientists were interviewed with the help of audio and text rendering equipment (shorthand recording of the given answers). This research presents an analysis of 16 interviews given by famous Russian scientists to V.S. Mukhina. In the course of interviews with seven respondents, shorthand notes, their further decoding, and preparation of the final text were made by V.M. Postavnev.

3 Results

Based on the conducted empirical research into the socio-psychological factors influencing creative productivity among elderly scientists, we have identified significant psychological features common among scientists who have preserved high productivity over their maturity and advanced age.

4 Discussion

The research shows that this category of scientists possesses the ability to take action in the chosen direction despite obstacles; to pursue the scientific search in situations encumbered with social and political conditions; to overcome not only external difficulties but also internal psychological crises by effectively implementing their capability in the sphere of self-regulation and organization of one’s living space. The ability to create and maintain the atmosphere of freedom of scientific search in one’s surroundings distinguishes the majority of scientists who have retained their scientific productivity until advanced age. Their distinguishing features also include a dedication to their professional activities, respect for their teachers, and a careful attitude to the creative potential of their students and colleagues.

Qualitative analysis of the interview results allowed us to conclude that the psychological factors encouraging creative productivity and its preservation at a high level throughout one’s lifetime are the following:

understanding and recognition of the significant role of the Teacher as a source of scientific knowledge, guide in one’s professional becoming and a Teacher in a broad sense as a value-carrier and spiritual advisor;

high perceptiveness regarding new experience and openness to the positive influence of outstanding Teachers;

quite a high level of general life satisfaction and low significance attached to career connected with administrative work regardless of its level;

being absorbed in creative work, when creativity plays the role of both a significant occupation and one’s reason for existence;
• psychological state of elderly scientists is closely connected with the extent to which the external circumstances and internal conditions allow them to implement their creative plans;
• developed self-regulation and the ability to become the author of one’s living space and take responsibility for the achieved results;
• the ability to arrange one’s life based on long-term strategic plans as well as short-term planning of current everyday things bringing satisfaction and joy;
• along with intellectual activity, such elderly scientists are distinguished by high social activity;
• developed reflexive ability, being highly critical of oneself and one’s creative results combined with being critical of various social stereotypes and social influences;
• the ability to view the growing physical disability not as a total failure but as an obstacle to productive activity;
• the scientist’s spiritual abilities and spiritual power coming to the fore and manifested in continuous work on one’s creative plans;
• interpreting the phenomenon of self-actualization as taking continuous actions in the chosen sphere and applying one’s efforts, the result of which is one’s self-enhancement.

In the course of analysis of the research interviews, it has been found that the scientists who remain active at advanced age were supported by their family in terms of their interests and aspirations in their childhood. It should be mentioned that the job of a researcher was one of the most prestigious professions in the Soviet Union in the middle of the 20th century.

No signs of ageism have been found in Russian public consciousness in relation to elderly scientists. The creative potential of elderly scientists is in demand in modern Russian society.

During their university years and in the course of their professional becoming, the interviewees had an opportunity to join active research and get acquainted with the existing scholarly traditions. The scientists whose creative productivity remains high at advanced age were also supported by older colleagues and mentors when they were young.

5 Conclusion

The correlation between the key events in the academic biographies of the interviewed elderly scientists and their top achievements has shown that reaching the acme is the result of psychological prerequisites (scientists’ personal qualities and the physical state) and social conditions of their professional activities (social status, belonging to a certain school of thought, access to organizational and financial resources). Over the whole time of academic activity conducted by senior scientists, there are usually a few productive periods called micro-acme in acmeology. It should be noted that top achievements made by scientists are typically spaced out and fall on the times with the best combination of prerequisites and conditions for scientific creativity. Within this research, identification of the most common combinations of prerequisites and conditions leading to top scientific achievements was beyond our focus. One of the promising research directions would be an attempt to identify the criteria for developing periodization of scientific productivity among elderly scientists.
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